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A Notion of Krull Dimension for Differential Rings

Joseph Johnson

It is known that ifk is a field and if R is a commutative ring and a finitely generated
A>algebra without zéro divisors, then the dimension of R (defined to be the greatest
length ofa chain ofprime ideals of R) is equal to the transcendance degree of R over k.
In this paper an analogue of this theorem is shown for differential algebra. The

principal theorem proven hère has the fact just mentioned as a spécial case if in
addition we assume that the characteristic of k is zéro.

For an indication of how the theorem is actually stated, consider the spécial case

of an ordinary differential field 3f of characteristic zéro and let R be a finitely generated
differential algebra over g. If P and q are prime differential ideals of R with q=>p,
call the gap between q and p large if there exists an infinité strictly descending séquence

q=q0c:q=D1.-zDpof prime differential ideals between q and p. The main theorem of

this paper (at the beginning of § 2) specializes in this instance to tell us that if
p is a prime differential idéal of R and if d is the differential transcendance degree
of R/p over 5» then there exists a chain p poczp1c=--c:pd of prime differential

ideals of R with the gaps from p£ to pi-1 large for each / and that no chain
of prime differential ideals of R ail of which contain p can hâve more than d large
gaps.

This paper would hâve been substantially shorter were it not for the fact that very
little is known about differential ideals in an arbitrary differential algebra finitely
generated over a differential field. In §§ 3 and 4, some tools are developed which
allow one to deal with thèse to a certain extent, and consequently thèse sections are
quite technical in nature. Many readers will probably prefer to hâve an outline of the

proof of the theorem mentioned above before digging deeply into thèse détails. In
§ 5, the results from §§ 3 and 4 which are needed are succinctly summarized near the

beginning so that one can defer reading those sections.

It is assumed that the reader is to some extent familiar with the material of [1] and
[2]. In any instance where notation is unexplained there will be an explanation in one
of thèse références.

§ 1. Combinatorial Type and Dimension

Let R be a ring and let 31 be a family of ideals of R1). Adjoin to the set of integers
X a single élément oo and extend the order on Z to Zu {oo} by requiring that/?^ oo

rorevery/?€Z.

*) For the définitions and results in this section, 21 can be any ordered set ; the ring R plays no rôle.
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Lemma. There is a unique way to define an élément /%(û, a') (orju(a, a')) of
Zu {00} for every pair (a, a')e%x 91 with a 3 a' such that thefollowing two conditions
hold:

ii) Ifd is any non-negative integer, ju(a, d')^d if and only ifa^ù! and there exists

an infinité séquence (af)f=0,i,.. 0/ éléments of SU such that a Oo^a1^-oa' and

The reader can quickly prove this lemma by defining /x(ct, û')= °° if ii) holds for
ûf=O, 1,2, and /*(ct, a') d where rfeZ is the largest </ such that ii) holds otherwise.

It follows from i) and ii) above that fi(a, a')^0 if a^ct' and that #(a, a')=0 means
that at*a' and that every infinité descending chain of 21 of the form a=a0 =><*!••• =^a'

satisfies a* ai+1 for ail sufficiently large /. On the other hand /i(a, a')> 1 means that
there exists an infinité strictly descending chain of 31 of the form ct=a0 =>ûi => ••• =>ct'.

Define type^ R (or type i?) to be the least upper bound of ail the ju(a,û')eZu{oo}.
Define dimgjjR (or dimif) to be the least upper bound of the peZ such that there

exists a chain Cto^d! => ••• =>ctp of éléments of 21 with /i(a,--i, ûf) type R for /= 1,...,/?.
If 31 is non-empty, typei? and dimi? are defined. If typei£<oo, then dimi^^l, but

if typei£ oo, we may hâve dimi?=0. In the situations of interest hère, typeR will
always be finite.

§ 2. Dimension in Differential Rings

In the sequel the following theorem will be shown.

Theorem. Let Rbea differential intégral domain with m dérivation operators which

is a finitely generated differential algebra over a differential field % of characteristic

zéro. Let % be the set of ail prime differential ideals of R. Then //difftr deg&#>0,
type^R=m and dim^R diff tr deg5R. Ifdiff tr deg5R=0, then type^R<m.

As a first step toward proving this theorem it will be shown that
i) type i*^ m,
ii) type R < m if diff tr degs R=0 and

iii) if type R*=m, dim i? < diff tr degç R.

Let rju...,rin generate the differential algebra jR over 5- Let p be a prime differential
idéal of i? and for the moment let fju..., fjn dénote the images of rjl9..., rjn respectively
in JR/p. Let r be an indeterminate. By the theorem in Chapter II of [1], there exists a

polynomial Xp(*)eQM such that Zp(r) trdeg55[®(r)?/1u...u0(r)fjn] for ail

sufficiently large reZ.
Given polynomials Pi(t)9P2(t) with rational coefficients, write Pi(t)^P200 ^

for ail sufficiently large reZ, Pl{r)^P2{r). If now p and q are prime differential
ideals of R with p=>q, then xP(t)<Xq(t). Let Rr=<$\®{r)r\lv-~Kj®{r)r\ù rf
Xi>00=*<,(*), then ttdegd(RrlpnRr)=trdeg%(RrlqnRr) for ail sufficiently large
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reZ. It follows (cf. [3], Lemma page 75) that p q if Xp(r) xa(r). It will now be

shown inductively that if /i(p, q)^p, then deg(xq(r)-~xp(r))^/?.
The polynomials x we are considering are numerical, that is x(r) is an integer for

ail sufficiently large reZ. If x is a numerical polynomial, A x is also. (See [1], Chap. III
§ 2 for définition of A x-) Let p be the degree of x and write x(r) (tf//?!)rp + a
polynomial of degree less than/?. A simple induction shows that Apxz=a. It follows that if
X is numerical, a is an integer. Also if x ^ 0, it is clear that a ^ 0.

To show that deg(xq(r)—Xp(t))^p when ^(p, q)^/>, observe that in any case

deg(xq(r)-xp(r))^-l. Also if p^q, then since xq(r)-#p(r) is not the zéro
polynomial, deg (xq (t)—Xp (*)) ^ 0. This demonstrates the assertion for/? — 1 and for/7 0.

Now let p >0 and let p p0 3 pj =d • • • z>q be an infinité chain of prime differential
ideals ofP with /x (p t _ t, p,) >/>- 1 for i 1,2,.... If for some /, deg (/Pi(r) - (xPi _ 1 (r)) >/>,

thensurely since x«(r)-Xp(r)^xPXï)--X,,,-iM» deg(xq(r)-xp(r))>/>. Otherwise we
hâve deg(xl>,W-Xp<.1(r))=/>-l for every L Write XpiW-Xp(t) ûlïp"1/(^-l)i + a

polynomial of degree <p — 1. It is clear that ai-l<at for ail /. Because zq — ZP ^ XPi ~ Xp

for ail i, the degree of %q — ^p is forced to be ^ /? proving the assertion that was made.

For any prime differential idéal p of R9 deg xv (t) ^ w and is < m ifdiff tr deg5 jR=0.
It follows that type R < m and is < m if diff tr deg5 R 0. Suppose now that type l£ m
and that po=5p13---r>pdisa chain ofprime differential ideals of R with \x (p {_ x, p t) m
for ï=1,.. ûf. Write ^Pd(r)~xt)0(r) arm//w!+ a polynomial of degree <m with
aeZ. Then since XPi(t)~Xpl_1W=^rm/m!+ a polynomial of degree <m with at an
integer and >0, a^d. On the other hand a Am(xVd(ï)—Xp0W)<^m(zPd(r))^
^m(X(0)W) diff tr degç/?, so ^/^difftr deg^i?. Hence dimi?<diff tr deg^jR. This
complètes the proof of assertions i), ii) and iii).

Before going on to prove the rest of the theorem, let it be remarked that if x is a
differential dimension polynomial for R over g, it is not in gênerai true that type
i? deg X- To see this take m= 1, let 3 be a differential field of constants and let x be

an algebraic indeterminate over g with x' — 1. Then g [x] has no non-trivial differential
ideals so that type i$[x]= — l. On the other hand deg x must be zéro.

The proofof the rest of the theorem starts with what is essentially the considération
of a spécial case. (In the statement of the lemma, [ ] means differential idéal generated
hy.) (Consult [2], § 0 for explanations of the notation used hère.)

Lemma.2) Let $ be a differential field of characteristic zéro and let yl9...,yn be

differential indeterminates. Let % be the set ofail differential ideals of%{yu..., yn} oj
theform [fl^d),..., 0,j,(p)] where p>0, 0l5...,0pe0 and 1<i(1),...,i(/>)<*. Then

2) The spécial choice of % makes the proof of the lemma much less awkward than it might
otherwise be. It turns out however to be also necessary to hâve the lemma in this form in order to
uccessfully carry out the proof of the theorem.
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Because 2t is contained in the family of ail prime differential ideals of Qf {yu..., yn),
it is readily apparent from what has already been shown that typQm^{yl9 • •*, >*„} <m,
and if type^ ^ {yt,..., yH} m9 then din% 3f {ji, •., yn} < n. Upon considering therefore
the chain [yt,..., jrt] => [j^,..., yn _ t] => • •. zd [^] z> (0) of 31, it becomes évident that it
is enough to show that /%(|j>i,...,yp~], [ji,..., yp-ï\)>m for l</?^«. If 2T

]3a=)[j;1,...,ji,_1]}, itwill suffice to show that /%fl>i,...,j>J>
We have Sfbi,...,^}/^!,...,^-!]»^^...,^} canonically

and under this isomorphism, the set 21' is mapped order isomorphically onto the set

23 consisting of ail those differential ideals of $f {yp,..., yn} which are generated by the

finite subsets of @yp. Let 23' consist of ail those differential ideals of 3{^p} which are

generated by finite subsets of ®yp. Because b e 23 ' implies (b 5 {yp, ,..5iyfl})n5 {j>p} b,

it follows quickly that the map from SB to S' obtained by intersecting the éléments of
S with 5{jp} is an order preserving isomorphism. This reduces our problem to the

case n=l, i.e. it will suffice to show that if .y is a differential indeterminate over g and

if 21 i is the class of ail differential ideals of ^{y} generated by the finite subsets of

Considering the chain [y] 3 • • • ^ \èrmy] -=> [&„ 1y\ => • • • => (0) of éléments of %t, it is

obvious that it will suffice to show that /^(Kj/], [àrnf1yJ)^m—1. Similarly to
what was done before, let 2ti be the family of ail ae2ïi such that [ôrmy] ^ûd [Stf 1y].

Let C be the élément Srmy+[5^+ V] of the differential ring i&{ôrmy}l[_Srnf"1y]. As before

one reasons that 2li is order isomorphic to the family 23 i of ail differential ideals of
8f{C} 5{^m^}/[^m+V] generated by finite subsets of 0(m"1}C, where 0(m"1}c=0 is

the subset of ail those derivative operators which do not involve Ôm.

Let A(m~1) A — {5m}. As the family ofthe0£for ôe®0""1* — is algebraically
independent over $, Ç is aA^"1 ^differential indeterminate. The structure of A-diffe-

rential ring on 5{C} *s determined by the additional condition <5m£=0. It is

clear that every A^""^ — differential idéal of 3f{£} generated by a finite subset

of 0(W"1}C is A-differential and generated by the same finite subset of 0(m~1)£ and

the converse is true too. Consequently 2Ii is order isomorphic to the set of ail

À^-^-differential ideals of 5{C} generated by finite subsets of Q^"1"1^ so the

proof of the lemma follows by induction.
To go from the lemma that has just been demonstrated to the proof of the theorem

an analogue will be developed for differential algebra of the following very easily

proven fact of commutative algebra.

Lemma. Let k be afield, R an algebra offinite type over R without zéro divisors. Ij
xl9..., xp is a transcendance basisfor R over k, there exists a non-zero Dek[xl9...9 xp]
such that i?[l/D] is an intégral extension ofk[xl9...9 xp9 1//)].

Using this lemma one can prove the theorem for the case m=0. What it is necessarv

to do is to show the existence of a chain ^3P r> typ _ x c • • • z> ^}0 of prime ideals of R o*
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length p. We hâve (assuming characteristic &=0) that k is infinité, so there exist

p0 and D $ pp. By integrality this chain lifts to a chain of prime ideals :QP

of i?[l/D] (i.e., we hâve £^n £[*!,..., xp] pl). Letting ^.=û,.ni?we obtain

a chain of the desired type.
The proof of the theorem for m>0 will run along lines similar to those just given,

but is quite a bit more complicated.

§ 3. Some Preliminary Results on Differential Vector Spaces

For the time being © will be a differential field of any characteristic. It will
however be assumed that the subfield C of © consisting of ail constants (éléments c of
© satisfying <5(e)=0 for ail <5e A) contains infinitely many éléments.

Let ôu...9 ôm be the éléments of A. If aeGL(m, C) is any non-singular mxm
matrix over C, A* will be the set {ôal9..., ô^} where Ô° is the formai linear combination

m

<5f £ g.j ôj. If M isany differential vector space over © or a differential algebra

over ©, the set Aff will be made to act on M in the obvious way, i.e. we will define
m

ài(x)= £ 0ijàj(x) for xeM. We have clearly that <5"(<5*(x)) <5y((5f(;c)) since the

coefficients of a lie in C. In this way © and ail differential structures over © will be

viewed as having A or A* as their fundamental set of dérivation operators. It is clear

(since a is invertible) that if M is a differential vector space over © or a differential
algebra over ©, M is finitely generated with respect to A if and only if M is finitely
generated with respect to A*.

In the sequel when the phrase "for an appropriate choice of A" précèdes a state-
ment P, this will mean that there exists a aeGL(m, C) such that P holds true when A
is replaced by Aff in the manner indicated above. Similarly when the phrase "for
almost ail choices of A" précèdes a statement P, then there exists a non-empty
Zariski open subset U of GL(m, C) such that P holds true when A is replaced by any
A* with asU.

ïfO^p^m, A(p) will be the set {ôl9..., àp). Then any differential structure with A
as its fundamental set of dérivation operators inherits a differential structure with
A(p) as its fundamental set of dérivation operators by simply ignoring the given action
of ôp+i,..., ôm. Dénote by ©(p) the subset of © consisting of ail éléments of the form
<5l1(1)---<5p(p). Similarly if Ç is a differential ring with fundamental set of dérivation
operators A and if JR is a differential ring extension of JÇ with respect to A or with
respect to A(p), let g{*fr,..., ijj00 be the A(p)-differential subring of R generated by
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g and rju...,nn whenever rçl5...5 rjn are given éléments of R. Similar uses of a superscript

(p) whose meaning seems clear will be made without further explanation. The

following theorem has its origin in Theorem 6 of [4].

Theorem. (Réduction of the number ofdérivation opérâtors.)
Let M be afinitely generated differential vector space over the differential field ©.

Then if diffdim^ M= 0 and if the field of constants of © is infinité, for almost ail
choices of S., M isfinitely generated as a A(m~1]^differential vector space.

As diff dim(gM=0J ail the éléments of M are differentially linearly dépendent over
©. Let î) be the ring of linear differential operators in A with coefficients in ©, and
let rju..., nn be a set of generators of M. It will suffice to show that if l</^«, then

for almost ail choices of A, the differential vector space Di/j is finitely generated as a

A(m"^-differential vector space over ©. Indeed if we do this for each i 1,...,«, we

obtain non-empty Zariski open subsets Ul9..., Un of GL(m, C) such that if we replace
A by A* with ae Uh £>rçf is a finitely generated A^"*1^differential vector space over ©.
Then U1n-"nVn is non-empty and if crel/1n--'nl//I, M=Î)^1H hX)*?n is a

finitely generated A^"1^differential vector space over (5 when A has been replaced

by A*. It follows that it will be enough to prove the theorem when M is generated by a

single élément rj.
Since rj is differentially algebraically dépendent over ©, there exists a non-zero

DeT) such that Drç 0. Let r be the order of D. Consider any <r€GL(m,C) and let

x^a'K Writing e^ôf we hâve Ô(= £ Tiycy. If <5{(1)---<54(m) withy(l)+ - +j(m) r is

an arbitrary élément of order r of J=x

\iQ)I7=1

where Ee Dr and can be written as a polynomial in el5..., em with coefficients in C of
degree <r and such that the coefficient of erm is zéro. Let / be the set of ail m-tuples

7==(i(l),.-,7(w)) with y(l),.. J{m) non-negative integers and j(\)+ — +j(m) r.

Then we can write D= J] «i<5J1(1)...<54(m) + D/ where D'e^-t and the a's belong to

©.Then JeI

je/
where £' is a linear combination with coefficients in © oféléments of î) which hâve the

properties listed above for E.

It is possible to choose a non-zero polynomial function P on GL(m, C) such that

if P(<t)#0 and if letting a= X! ty*!»*...^?, a^O. Let î)^"1) be the subring of D

generated by © and e1,...,8m>1.Becausei)^ 0,it follows that if a #0, e^
i)er-i?? because of the relation (*). This implies that
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jnt0 itself by em. Since it is certainly mapped
into itself by e1,...,em^l,it must be ail of M, and this proves the theorem.

Corollary. Let % be a differential field of characteristic zéro, © afinitely gênerated
differential field extension of$. Ifdiïïtr deg5©=0, thenfor almost ail choices of A,

© is afinitely generated ^'^-differential field extension of 3f.

Let Q Q)&i% be the module of Kahler differentials of © over 3f and recall ([2],
§ 1) that Q has a structure of differential vector space over © such that for Se A and

rçe© we hâve ô(d(rj))=d(S(rj)). Choose rju..., rçne© such that dr\u ...,drjn generate
Q as a A(m ~ * }-differential vector space, and such that ^,... rjn generate G1 as a differential
field over F. Let §0 be the A*1""1^differential field extension of 3f generated by

rju...,rjn9 let § be the A(m~ ^-differential field extension of g generated by rçl5..., rçn,

<5m(>h)> •••» ^ihO/h)- K will be shown that §= ©.
Letting rj be one of the rçf, it will suffice to show that ail the ôsmrj for s^O belong to

§. Since d(ômf])Ed(^0)9 there exists an jFg§0[Z], X an indeterminate, such that
F(ômrj) O and S=dFldX(5mti)*0. We hâve 0=<5m(F) S(5^+ an élément of §.
This shows that S^rje!^. Since ô^ttjl,..., <5^rte§, it foliows that if ^>2and^~1f|eô,
then ômtie§) so that by induction ail the <5mrçe§. This complètes the proof of the

corollary.
§ 4. Parametric Subrings

Let R and g be differential intégral domains and suppose that R is an extension
of g. The notion of a parametric subring of R over 5 (or parametric subring) will be

defined by induction on m.

If m=0, a subring Ro of i£ will be called parametric if the quotient field of R is
finite algebraic over the quotient field of Ro and if there exist finitely many éléments

rju...,tjn of Ro algebraically independent over 5 and such that Ro:=<ft[ril9...>tin~\.
Observe that in this case Ro is a parametric subring of R if and only if Ro is a
parametric subring of the quotient field of R.

If m > 0, a subring jR0 of R will be called parametric if there exist éléments rjt,...,rjn
of Ro differentially algebraically independent over 5 and such that Ro k a parametric
subring of i£ over 2K*7i> •••> ^«} when thèse are considered to be differential rings with
respect to the set of dérivation operators A(m"1}.

From the définition, the following proposition follows immediately by induction
on m.

Proposition. Let R and JJ be differential intégral domains, R being an extension of
5. Then

i) A subring Ro ofR containing 5 is a parametric subring of R over 5 ifand only if
Rq is a parametric subring ofthe quotientfield ofR over 3f.

ii) IfR0 is a parametric subring ofR over $, then Ro is a polynomial ring extension

cf g and the quotient field of R is finite algebraic over the quotient field of RQ.
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Theorem. Let R and g be differential intégral domains of characteristic zéro, R

being an extension of g. Suppose that the quotient field of R is a finitely generated
differential field extension of the quotient field of 3r. Let f]l,...,rjd be a differential
transcendance basis for R over $• Then for an appropriate choice of A, R contains a

subringparametric over 3f{fh,..., rjd}.

First suppose that m=0. Then the quotient field of R is finite algebraic over the

quotient field of 5[^i,..., rçj, and hence S[f/i,..., nd~\ is a parametric subring of R

over 3f-

Suppose now that m> 0. Then for almost ail choices of A, the quotient field of R considérée as a
A^-^-differential field is a finitely generated extension of the quotient field of 5{//i,..., rja\. Choose
such a A. By induction we may assume that after an appropriate change of /SSm~1) (and hence ulti-
mately one more change of A) there exists a subring Ro of R parametric over ${771,..., rja} when
thèse last are considered as A^-^-differential rings. This establishes the theorem.

Lemma. Let R and 5 be differential intégral domains with Ç a differential subring of R. Suppose
that Ro is a subring ofR parametric over gf. Let K be the quotient field of R, Ko the quotient field of
Ro. Let au an be a basis for K over Ko. Then there exists DeR0 — (0) such that Ro[l/D] ai-\ h

+ Ro [l/D] an is a finitely generated differential algebra over Ç.
Let M Roai H h Roan. It is necessary to find DeR0~ (0) such that Ro [l/D] M is a finitely

generated differential algebra over $• If m — 0, it suffices to choose D such that ail the Daiaj belong
to M. Suppose now that m>0. Choose ni, ...9naeRo which are differentially algebraically inde-
pendent over g and such that Ro is parametric for R over g{/7i, na) when R and SO71,..., /fa}

are considered as A<m~1)-differential rings. By induction there exists DeRo — (0) such that Ro U/D] M
is a finitely generated A<^^-differential algebra over 5{/;i,..., na}.

It is now only a question of finding EeRo — (0) such that Ro[llDE] M is mapped into itself by
Sm. Let Ci,.. fG be generators of Roll/D] M as a. A<w-1>-differential algebra over 5{^i,..., m}-
Choose EeRo - (0) such that Eôm (Ci),..., Eôm (Cq) ei?o [l/D] M. Now Ro U/DE] M is closed under
A<»-D. It will suffice to show that if /=1, ...,q and 0e0<™~D, Sm6ÇieR0UIDE]M. But this is

clear since âmÇieRo[l/DE] M. This complètes the proof of the lemma.

Corollary. Suppose that R and g are differential intégral domains with R a

finitely generated differential ring extension of 3r and suppose that Ro is a ring
parametric for R over g. Then there exists DeRo-(0) such that i*[l/Z>] is a finite module

In the lemma take au...ah to be in R. Choose a D as given by the lemma and let

£i> •••>£,! generate R as a differential algebra over 5- Multiply D by a non-zero
élément of jR0 so as to get Çl9...9 Çn€R0[l/D] a^-' + Ro[1/Z>] ah. Then as R[}ID]
=jRo[l/i>]û1 + --- + i?o[l/D] ^, R [ 1 /^3 is a finite module over JR0[ 1/Z>]. Thisproves
the corollary.

§ 5. Conclusion of the Proof of the Main Theorem

We return to the situation of the theorem of § 2. Hence again % is a differentiaî
field of characteristic zéro, and R is a differential overring of 5 which is finiteh
generated as a differential algebra over 3f and without zéro divisors. Let d=diff tr

degg R. Because the assertions i), ii) and iii) which immediately follow the statemem

of the theorem hâve already been demonstrated, it will suffice to show that if (£ is the
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class of ail prime differential ideals of R and if d>0, then (m, û?)^(typeçiÊ,
where Z x Z has been ordered lexicographically.

Let nu..., r\d be a differential transcendance basis for R over $. By the results of
§§ 3, 4 (corollary of § 4 and proposition of § 4), there exists a subring Ro of R and a

non-zero élément Z) of Ro such that
i) i?0 is a polynomial ring extension of 5{*h> •••> *?<*}•

ii) i*[l/D] is a finite i*0[l/£>]-module.

Lemma. Let À and B be rings with B an overring of A. Let 3ï and 93 befamilies of
ideals of A and B respectively such that ï/be23, bnAetyL. Suppose

a) If a, a'e3l with a<=a', then there exist b, b'e23 with bnA—a, h' nA=a' and

bcb'.
b) If b0, b2e23 with bo<=b2 and if a^îl with (b0nA)c:a1<^(b2(^A), then there

exists bi e S such that b0 <= bt c: b2 and bj n ^4 o^
Under thèse assumptions, (type^, dimgj ^4)<(typeJB B, dim© B).

Let a, a'e31 with a'=> a, b, b'e23 with b'^b and suppose thatbnA=a, b'nA^a'.
lîp ^ 0 and /% (a', a) ^p, consider an infinité chain in 31 of the form a' a0 ==> dt =>•••=> a
with ju(a,-, eLi-i^p— 1 for /= 1, 2, By condition b) there exists an infinité chain of
S oftheformb^bo^bi^-'-^bsuchthatfor^O, 1, bfn^4=af. By induction we

may assert that £%(bf, bi-J^p— 1 and hence, since bVb, that jLi(b', b)^p. It follows
from this and a) that type^ A ^ type© B.

Suppose now that typeg, A type©B. Any chain ct0 => ax => • • • => ûrf of 3Ï with //g, (ctf _ x,

a.)=type3, A for /= 1,..., Jean by a) and b) be lifted to a chain of 23, say bo^bi 3 ••• z>

=>bd. As i£g(b{_i, bf) type© B and as dim^, A is the least upper bound of such d, it
follows that dimg, A < dim© 5, and this complètes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma. Let Bo and B be rings with B an overring ofB0 and intégral over Bo. Then

ifip is a prime idéal ofB0 and ifc\ is aprime idéal ofB such thatqn B0 ip9 qis a minimal
prime component ofpB. Furthermore if Bo is integrally closed, then any minimal prime
component q ofpB lies over p.

The first assertion is an immédiate conséquence of [5], ÏII-3, Proposition 2. As for
the second, let q' be a minimal prime component of pB and let p'=q'n2?0. Then by
[5] (III-5) there exists a prime idéal q of B such that qcq' and qr\B0 p. Then q=q'
and p p', completing the proof of the lemma.

Corollary. Let Po^Vi^Vi oe prime ideals of a ring A, let B be an intégral
extension of A and let q0, q2 be prime ideals ofB such that qtnA pi9 /=0, 2. Then if
A/p0 is integrally closed, there exists a prime idéal qx of B such that q0c:Cf1c:q2,
Qi Ov4 p1 and qt is a component ofptB.

Let 0 be an élément of 0 which for the moment is arbitrary and set d^Orit (where

rh>-",rid is the differential transcendance basis we hâve chosen for R over 5)- In
3 {Ci,. •., Ci} let 31 be the family of ail those differential ideals which are generated by
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the finite subsets of ©^u—u®^ If the order of 0 is sufficiently large, then for
Cte$I, D$clRq. It will now be assumed that 9 is so chosen.

Let 33 be the family of ail prime differential ideals b of R\_l/D] such that
b n 5 {Ci? • • • > Cd} is in 31. One can canonically identify 23 with the family of ail prime
differential ideals b of R such that D$b and b n 5{Ci» £d} is in 2t. To complète the

proof of the theorem, it will be enough to show that (m, d)^(type^ R, dims R).
Referring to the first lemma of this section and the first lemma of § 2 it is seen that it
will suffice to show that a) and b) hold true when we take A g {Ci> • • • Cd} and B=R
and use the families 21 and 93 that hâve just been defined.

It is important to remark that Ro being a polynomial ring over 50?i> r\d} is

also such over g {Ci,..., Çd}. Also ifae% RoldRo *s a polynomial ring over g since the

idéal a Ro is generated by homogeneous linear éléments of jR0. Consequently Ro [1/Z>]
is integrally closed and so is Ro \_l/D]/aR0 \}jD"] for every aeSï. The vérification of a)

and b) will now follow quickly.
First notice that if ae21 and if b is a prime idéal of i?[l/Z>] lying over çlR0[\JD\

then b is a minimal prime component of ai?[l/Z>] and hence is differential. (It is a

known fact that if a differential ring A contains Q, any minimal prime component of
a differential idéal of A is itself differential.) If aca', a'eîl, then by integrality there

exist prime ideals b, b' of .K[l/D] such that b<zb' and hr\RQ[\lD]=aRQ[llD],
b'n2*0[l/£] a'i*[l/2)]. Then b, b'e33 and lie over a, a' respectively; thisproves a).

To show b), let b0, b2e23 and axe% with bo<=b2 and bong^,..., Çd}cfl1cb2n
n3f{Ci,..., Cd}» Let ûo bong{Ci,..., Cd}- By the corollary there exists a prime idéal

bi of R[1 //)] such that boczbic:b2 and bt n Ro [1 //)]=a! i?0 [1 /^] and this implies b).

The proof of the main theorem is now complète.
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